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DIGEST:

1. Contracting agency properly rejected bid
delivered late by calxuiiercial carrier,
since bidder assumies ring of late delivery
unless bid is sent by registered or cer-
tified mail as specified in regulations.

2. h bid sent by commercial carrier is con-
sidered to be hand-carried, and if it is
late, the bid can only be considered if
it is shown that the pararmollnt cause of
the late receipt is due to improper
Government action.

tToore's Cafeteria Services, Inc. protests rejec-
tion of its bid for food services at Norton Stir Force
Base, California, on grounds that delivery after bid
opening was due to negligence of a coarercial carrier.
I se deny tce protestr

Moore states that yt sent a bid on November 25,
1981 for a November 0 opening, usifng a recognized
overnight express carrier because of concern that the
N\ovember 26 rfiantnsciving holiday would prevent timiely
delivery by the U. S. Postal Service. According to
14oire, the carrier acknowledes that it held the docu-
ment in Los Asngeles while Asssuring the sender that it
whould be delivered on November 27, 198ol. Moore argues
that this was a prudent bid, developed if good faith
and in compliance with delivery timte regulations, and
that it should be treated as an cacceptable late bid,o
so that toore is not penalized tor ire action (or
inaction) of the carrier.

We eind that tse contracting officer properly
rejected saoores bid, even th oabh its late arrival
was caused by the carrier. As we frequently have
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stated, bidders ultimately are responsible for timely
arrival of their bids. The only circumstances under
which the Defense Acquisition Regulation (DAR) permits
late bids to be considered is if they are sent by regis-
tered or certified mail not later than the fifth calendar
day before bid opening, or if a mailed or telegraphed bid
is received late due solely to mishandling after its re-
ceipt at a Government installation See DAR §§ 2-303,
7-2002.2 (1976 ed.).

A bid sent by a commercial carrier is considered to
be hand-carried, and if it is late, it can only be con-
sidered if it jan be shown that the paramount cause of the
late receipt is due to some improper Goverment action.
See Decision Planning Corporation, B3-202536, July 8, 1981,
81-2 CPD 20, Clearly, the tardy delivery in this case
cannot be attributed to any action by the Government.

The protest is summnarily denied.
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